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seen something of it in Hesiod, and a great deal of it under-
lying and inspiring the peasant religion of early Greece ;
and with the sixth-century religious revival, all manner
of hoary taboos will be found emerging from their obscurity
and attached to the great names of Pythagoras and Orpheus,
appearing for a moment in the light of day. For the world-
wide image-technique in classical Greece, Plato's casual
remark about the fears of his weaker brethren is decisive ;
and not only Rome but Athens thought it worth while to
have a law corresponding to that of the Hebrews : Thou
shalt not suffer a witch to live.1
Witchcraft was quite well known, then, in ancient Greece ;
if further proof is needed, it is supplied by the defixiones.
Scores of these have been unearthed in Attica 2; little tablets
of metal, on which people had written the names of their
enemies and then pierced the tablet with a nail and hidden
it in the ground. "Ova^a /caraScu kol avrov, adds one such
tablet: I fix down his name and himself. If your enemy is,
say, Kallias, and his name, written down, is also Kallias,
then it follows that by writing Kallias on a scrap of lead and
driving a nail through it into the ground you have effectually
" fixed " Kallias ;—devoting him to the earth and the powers
under the earth. It is an example of the primitive and natural
failure to make any distinction between the name and the
thing. If a person is what we call him, then clearly the name
is the person. The Greek who wrote ovopa Ko/raSco kol avrov
was evidently beginning to feel that there was a distinction, but
hoped it didn't matter. Hence develops the widespread belief,
familiar to us from many fairy-tales,—" Rumpelstiltzkin "
is a good one—that if you knew the real name of a man or
" daemon ", then that man or daemon was to some extent
in your power.
Stray references show the presence in Greece of other
1 The Twelve Tables provide for the punishment of anyone " qui malum
carmen [tr. "formula "] incantavit" ; and at Athens a law is quoted in the
Demosthenic or certainly fourth-century speech Against Aristogeiton:
&apfJ.a.K€a Kal (f>apfj,aKiSa /ecu avrovs K&1 to yevos a-rrav a-rroKTelvat: " And his
family " is characteristic. Cf. pp. 114 ff,
4 CM.JL, Appendix continens defiarionum tdbellos.

